That's Not Real Communism

Communist's will often whine.... "But that's not real coooooomunism" when confronted with the reality of real Communism. I can always honestly say that it is actually not real National Socialism when some ignorant person tries to repeat some Hollyweird movie about Hollywood Notzees. Because it's actually not, it's way cooler then that.

What it comes down to is this: Rabbi Marx promised the Goyim that if they surrender all their property, rights, and freedoms, and grant total military and police power to a handful of Goy-pretending Jews and open Jews, and thus create a totalitarian militarized State run by Chosen People who believe you are animals meant to serve them only......... Somehow this will create a Stateless Society of total freedom...... Kind of funny how they never got past the violent Jewish militarized police state that kills anyone they don't like.

It's not a mistake that every Communist regime looks like current Palestine.

The entire argument of the Communist is this....